Pro ATA
COMPETITIVE PRICES, TRAP PERFORMANCE AND TARGET CONSISTENCY
MAKE PROMATIC THE CHOICE FOR TRAP SHOOTERS AROUND THE WORLD
Our ATA traps include models to suit all budgets and requirements. Produced with the same quality of build
found in all Promatic machines, they are the trap of choice for small clubs to large commercial grounds.
PRO ATA — A high power and highly featured trap, the Pro ATA
includes heavy duty components to ensure years of trouble free
op-eration. This machine offers a solenoid release for
instantaneous firing and a random oscillating motor timer to
prevent the targets from being patterned and to stop the oscillation
motors once shooting has finished extending battery life
between charges. Includes AGM battery and Tender.

 Alloy and corrosion-protected

 5 angle ssettings
 Multi-position drive disk for




 Lifetime warranty on the



parts for long lasting rust protection
Capacity - 300 targets
Only 36" high to suit all trap
houses
Steel mainframe with hard blue
polyester finish

throwing angle setup

clutch and one-way bearing;
3 year warranty on all other
parts

OPTION
Footsw itch
Extension
Cable
Radio Release
System s
Counting
System
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Ideal for solo use as it allow s the shooter to release targets w hile keeping both hands
on the gun. It is a heavy duty unit designed to take field use.
162' extension cable for increased distance betw een the shooter and trap.
Say goodbye to trailing w ires and allow for quick course changes. High efficiency units
allow for w ireless use of any Promatic launcher.

Add a target counting system to ensure you get paid for every target throw n. We offer
Claymate Wi-Card system for every shooting discipline.
The w orld's most reliable voice-activated release system. No more complaints about
Canterbury
Voice Release puller's and no more 'turning dow n' fast or slow targets. Available w ired or w ireless.
Pro-Delay
Cable

FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU CALL Cart

1-888-767-2529

DESCRIPTION

Solar Panel

Great for solo shooting. Short cable fits betw een the trap and a standard release,
footsw itch, or radio release. 2.5 second delay betw een pressing fire and the trap
release. Press tw ice to get a follow ing pair; up to 6 times for a mini flurry.
This 2 w heel cart w ith pin-hitch connection makes any sporting Promatic machine fully
portable. Includes battery mount and 12" solid rubber tires.
Harness the pow er of the sun to maintain the charge in your battery for continued
shooting for days - w ithout the w orry of the battery losing charge.

Pro 10 ATA
Pro 10 ATA/Wobble
COMPETITIVE PRICES, TRAP PERFORMANCE AND TARGET CONSISTENCY
MAKE PROMATIC THE CHOICE FOR TRAP SHOOTERS AROUND THE WORLD
Pro 10 ATA — This top specification ATA trap has a 400 target capacity
and a tilting mechanism on the base to keep targets perfectly level in flight.
A simple setup device for centering the field at the start of the day and
quick and easy adjustment for crosswinds are incorporated into the design.
Optional solenoid for ISSF qualifications and turnbuckle for height adjustment, and includes AGM battery and Tender.
 Alloy and corrosion-protected

 Timers for automatic stop and



 Multi-position drive disk for

parts for long lasting rust protection
Only 36” high to suit all trap
houses
Heavy duty cast aluminum mainframe
Optional solenoid for ISSF
qualifications
Clay capacity - 400 targets





random movement interrupter




throwing angle set up with crosswind adjustment
10 angle settings
Lifetime warranty on the clutch
and one-way bearing; 3 year warranty on all other parts

PRO 10 ATA/WOBBLE —This versatile machine is designed to give out-

standing performance and can be used for trap or wobble. The performance is outstanding, largely because of the precision adjustment you can
achieve over the target flight. Key features include the Promatic tilt
mechanism for perfect level target flight, a multi-position rotation disc
with nine different angle settings, and cross-wind adjustment matched to a
turnbuckle for fine tuning angles.
 400 clay capacity
 Heavy duty cast aluminum main



frame
Optional solenoid for ISSF
qualifications
10 angle settings
Timer for automatic stop and random movement interrupter

 Multi-position drive disk for hori



zontal throwing angle setup with
crosswind adjustment
Multi-position drive disk for vertical throwing angle setup
Lifetime warranty on the clutch
and main bearing;
Backed by the Superior Promatic
Service Team
KEY TECHNOLOGY

SIMPLE ADJUSTMENTS
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Many of our ATA traps feature Field Centering plus our highprecision turnbuckle mechanism for accurate height adjustment.
Once the height is perfectly set, you can utilize the tilting base system to set perfect level targets with no curl. Finally, we fit a quick
and simple crosswind adjuster on the oscillating gearbox, so all
competitors face an equal challenge. All very easy to use in a
matter of seconds.

